
The Art of Networking
How to create transparent connections not just translucent ones.

Mating, Dating and Relating 
Are you still looking for Mr. /Ms. Right?  Perhaps a better use of your time would be to 
ensure that you are Mr. /Ms. Right just in case someone else is looking for him/her too. 
Simply put, would you date and or be attracted to yourself?

“If You Don’t Know Where you Are Going You Will Probably       
End Up Somewhere Else,” by David P. Campbell. 
Come explore many of the concepts outlined in the book, participants will gain some 
practical tips to employ in their everyday lives as we explore the following quotes:

“Your life does not get better by chance, it gets better by change.”

“If you want something to happen in your life, you have to make space for it.”

“If one must take life as it happens, then how can one make it happen the way they want  
to take it?”

“It is the set of the sails, not the direction of the wind that determines which way we will go.”

How to be a better advocate for your child with a disability?
As the parent of a student with a disability, you are the child’s most important advocate 
in the Special Education System. However, it can be hard to advocate, if you don’t really 
know what there is to ask for. Come get you questions answered and get the answers to 
other questions. Questions like:

•   What’s the difference between a 504 plan and an IEP?
•   What is an S.O.P.?
•   How does Special Education change over the years? (Early childhood v. grammar   

 school v. high school v. college)
•   What is the difference between accommodations and support services?
•   Should I have my child evaluated (or, re-evaluated)?
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All “Mini-Nars” are 1 hour very interactive sessions. Lunch will be provided from Panera Bread. Space 
is limited to the first twenty 20–25 people max, to register please go to www.awarenessims.com. The 
cost is $40 per session. The “Mini-Nars” will be held from 12:15–1:15 p.m. at the Crystal Lake Chamber 
of Commerce, 427 West Virginia Street, Crystal Lake, IL 60014. If you have questions please contact 
Dr. Thomas at (708) 466-3532.

If you only have one free hour available in your day JOIN US for Awareness Impact & 
Motivation Specialist Mini Seminars “Mini-Nars” Summer Lunch Workshop Series.


